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We consider a model soft-material formation in dimension d (a degree of freedom) undergoing an entropic drive, deeply rooted
in first law of thermodynamics as well as in entropy production, namely, dissipation rate. It turns out that for such entropy-driven
(dissipative) process, two strategies of making the formation orderly can be seen. In low-temperature limit, one may promote
curvature-controlled, surface-tension involving scenario, usually characteristic of polycrystals and bubbles. In high-temperature
limit, there can be a chance for creating order by establishing viscoelastic phase separation, promoting some microstress field’s
microrheological action that somehow renormalizes the system toward ordering. The latter, in turn, is very characteristic of protein
and/or colloid network formations. This altogether implies that a disordering thermodynamic factor, such as the entropy can
typically be, is able to effectively promote ordering by respective energy dissipation, in particular for soft-matter rearrangements
and clusterings with weak interactions among the basic material’s units, namely, “soft” grains.

Copyright © 2007 Adam Gadomski. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1. INTRODUCTION

How can order effectively arise from disorder? This is a
key (quite philosophical) question that is plausible to ap-
pear in materials physics, especially within the framework
of nonequilibrium statistical thermodynamics because this
physics discipline is well equipped with measures of both or-
der (toward enthalpy, H) and disorder (toward entropy, S)
altogehter based on the definition of the free (Gibbs) energy,
namely, G = H − TS with T-absolute temperature.

In this short note, however, we do not want to embark
on such general question posed above but rather we are go-
ing to consider this problem based upon one specific exam-
ple called a d-dimensional matter agglomeration at meso-
scopic level of its organization. Thus, we are based on soft-
matter aggregation which we will further simply name soft-
material formation throughout. The notion of soft matter in-
volved herein means that we are going to typically talk about
dispersive systems, such as colloid or protein formations in
which the interaction energies are of order of a few kBT (kB-
Boltzmann constant, T-temperature), thus they are intrigu-
ingly weak, preferentially in the realm of van der Waals at-
traction [1].

Although many soft-material formations of protein
and/or colloid, possibly ordered nature [1, 2], also organic

crystalline coatings [3], leading to a soft-material output
in a fluctuation-driven context, can markedly differ in de-
tail while being formed during both nucleation as well as
growth stages, they all seem to have a certain generic prop-
erty in common. Namely, they basically undergo, within
their mostly dissipative context, the two-state Kramers-type
thermally activated barrier-crossing picture [4]. Such a two-
state picture of crossing over an energy barrier can, if nec-
essary, also contribute to uncovering some material forma-
tion mechanisms over more hilly or corrugated (protein-
like) energetic landscapes/funnels, since it becomes eventu-
ally a well-drawn (though simplified) picture showing up
the main kinetic passage between initial (nucleation) and fi-
nal (mature growing or cessation to grow) stages. The over-
all scenario can be realized over a finite number of dynami-
cally emerging intermediate stages, such as dense-liquid for-
mation during protein crystallization [1], or experimentally
accessible emergence of liquid-liquid phase separation dur-
ing formation of crystals made of organic molecules [3]. In
dissipative conditions [5], such as supersaturated solution or
melt, in which the interaction energy is typically of the order
of a few kBT , the presence of such intermediate states can
mostly contribute to the width and shape of the energetic
barrier [2, 4] but may by no means spoil the general view
of the Kramers-like scenario of a typical model soft-material
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formation that always involves the two-state contribution(s)
when passing between two consecutive (typically neighbor-
ing) physical stages of interest, separated by a well-defined
energetic barrier [4, 6].

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Nonequlibrium thermodynamics (NT) is a powerful theo-
retical and conceptual framework often proved to be useful
when describing (dis)ordered matter rearrangements, pref-
erentially soft-matter aggregations at a level of mesoscale
[5, 7–10], ranging between micro- and nanometer size scale.
It is deeply rooted in the first law of thermodynamics
for open Gibbs ensembles, TdS(x, t) = −μ(x, t) f (x, t)dx,
where by assuming, for the sake of clarity, isothermal con-
ditions, T = const, an infinitesimal change in system’s en-
tropy, dS(x, t), yields a chemical-potential (μ(x, t)) medi-
ated, an equal small change in the number of rearranging
units (“building blocks”), f (x, t)dx, having a number den-
sity, f (x, t), which is a state or reaction coordinate (x) and
time (t) dependent physical quantity [5]. The above is jus-
tified for the internal energy of the system remaining un-
changed, namely dU = 0, as well as when the (external-force)
work can thoroughly be neglected, dW = pdV = 0 under a
constant pressure p, additionally assumed that the system is
able to suffer from some very small changes in volume, cus-
tomary designated by dV . (Such conditions, when causing to
generate internal stress’ field, are said to be of microrheolog-
ical character.)

A mesoscopic technique applied to NT (abbreviated by
MNET, cf. [5, 7]) makes readily use of the first NT-law in a
variational form, TδS(x, t)=− ∫ μ(x, t)δ f (x, t)dx, also appl-
ies the Gibbs entropy-production (dissipation) equation [7,
9], and then effectively utilizes the Kramers-type two-state
picture [4] with, in principle [3, 4], a single activation barrier
crossing, where Φ-barrier height, to be surrmountable by a
matter (rearranging-units) flux, J(x, t), which in turn ful-
fils Neumann-type (reflecting very suitable for the Kramers’
picture) boundary conditions at both valleys (states), xL
and xR, respectively, J(x = xL, t) = J(x = xR, t) = 0, of the
“energetic” hill of effective height Φ ≡ Φ(x) [5]. This
MNET technique, offering an entropy-driven (small dis-
sipation) picture, yields in a clear way, albeit under one
relevant assumption about locality of quasi-equilibrium
states [5, 7, 9–11] the Smoluchowski-type matter flux
[9], J(x, t) = −D(x, t)(∂ f (x, t)/∂x)− C(x, t)(dΦ/dx) f (x, t),
with the Onsager coefficients, D(x, t) (diffusion function)
and C(x, t) (drift function) being linearly (mutually) depen-
dent on each other, since C(x, t) = (1/kBT)D(x, t) is ex-
pected to hold [5, 9]. The latter appears to be the fluctuation-
dissipation condition, being here firmly re-established for the
soft matter rearrangement of interest. (Note that it is a sim-
ple analog for a standard Einstein-Smoluchowski formula,
interconnecting system’s diffusivity and viscosity, when the
former is, however, defined in a position space.)

For the soft-material formations of interest the key as-
sumption, giving rise to simple-minded type of interaction
among the rearranging units, that is, building blocks of the
aggregate, would be the one, which, as in colloids or proteins

[1–3, 6], involves their surfaces, and their promoting (cat-
alyzing) role in creating any formation of the model soft ma-
terial [1, 7, 9]. Thus, identifying x with the volume of the unit
but in a d-dimensional (degrees-of-freedom involving) space
[5, 7, 9], one has to firmly state that D(x, t) ∝ x(d−1)/dε(t),
where ε(t) ≈ const should read just for clarity of our pre-
sentation, especially in a late-time domain, t � 0 [10], al-
though for some biopolymer material formations, such as
those of polycrystalline, herein of spherulitic or cylindrolitic
types, its time-dependent both degree of crystallinity and
adsorption-involving role(s) cannot be easily postponed, es-
pecially within the prevailing fluctuation-influenced context
of the formation; on the contrary, ε(t) behaves typically pow-
erly in time [10]. Let us, however, notice quite formally here
that x(d−1)/d represents the magnitude of the soft-grain sur-
face [9], that is, the surface of the material’s unit (soft grain)
scales powerly with a dimensionality-dependent exponent,
namely (d − 1)/d.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION IN BRIEF

Such a Smoluchowski-type (dissipative) system described
above, the formal expression of which must lead to plug-
ging eventually J(x, t) in a local continuity equation (con-
servation law), ∂ f (x, t)/∂t + ∂J(x, t)/∂x = 0 [5, 7–10], is
able to produce an emergent [12, 13] (self-organized both
in unit’s size and time domains) behavior, which however,
cannot be easily seen in a customary form of strips, (mag-
netic) bubbles, rings, or other geometrically characterized,
often orderly mesophases, typical of nanoscale realizations
[12], but is solely reflected by power laws, such as l(t)∼tη(d)

[7, 9, 10], for some t � 0, which is merely of special in-
terest from technological point of view [1–5]; herein, l(t) a
characteristic (average) length of the building block, namely,
a molecular cluster, the exponent η(d) typically involves a
(d+1)-account, which is a certain signature of random close-
packing, thus leading to inherent amorphization of the ob-
tained material output since the process is entropic (dissi-
pative) by its very nature [7, 10, 11]. It may even lead to
a solid conjecture to be formulated, namely that the ther-
modynamic description of the formations in terms of the
Gibbs entropy-production equation as well as the (global)
mass conservation law, typically resulting in a material for-
mation in a matter-fluctuation-driven context [10], would
lead to the same kinetic equation of Smoluchowsky type
(cf. [7, 9, 10] and references therein). Moreover, the main
characteristic observables of so designed model system, such
as the number of units (soft grains), its total volume, the
reduced variance of the unit’s volume fluctuations, and fi-
nally, a characteristic linear size of the unit, such as l(t) in-
troduced above, scale powerly with time, very likely in the
same algebraic manner as the internal microstress field, or
equivalently, the creep compliance can do [9]. In addition,
the observables readily discriminate between two basic ma-
terial outputs of so described matter aggregations: the low-
temperature, and its high-temperature counterpart [9]. The
discrimination relies mostly on encountering certain differ-
ent forms of the thermodynamic potential, Φ(x), which in
turn shows up either no unit curvature’s influence in case
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of loosely packed material formations, or some obvious in-
volvement of the curvature when the packing is appropri-
ately increased [11]. It is of special value if one is able, by
effectively employing the sol-gel-type transition concept, to
increase temperature T , this way, after exceeding some (per-
colation) threshold [1, 13], to cause the drift function C(x, t)
to vanish uniformly [9], what leads to entering a “purely”
diffusional regime by the system [6, 8], described by a “re-
duced” matter flux JD(x, t) = −D(x, t)∂ f (x, t)/∂x [5, 9], that
is, of generalized Fickian form. This is the situation described
as a formation of loosely packed microstructure [7, 9, 11].

This diffusional regime, characteristic of loosely packed
units, is then characterized by another potential Φ, that is,
a contribution to the Kramers barrier, but of quantiatively
different type than the one governing the nondiffusional
(mixed) regime of matter rearangement defined by full flux
J(x, t) [5–9]. To be more specific, it sufficies to state that for
loosely packed formations the barrier is a linear function of
l(t) at a given time instant t whereas it becomes always non-
linear in l(t) if the packing enters high-value regime [7–9].
Such a thermodynamic and kinetic behaviors of emergent
and quite self-organized propensity [6–12] may serve as an
affective model for deciphering some existing paradigms of
the mentioned-above soft-matter formations [1–9], in par-
ticular, when pointing to optimal matter aggregations in
d = 2 (see Langmuir-Blodgett films as a landmark exam-
ple), which is of clear interest of nanotechnology (quan-
tum dots, wires, etc.) [8], biotechnology (coatings) [3, 14]
as well as of modern thin-film techniques, see [7, 9] and
references therein. It is interesting to realize that in d = 2
such model (high-temperature) soft-matter formation for-
mally predicts the Lifshitz-Slyozov phase-separation behav-
ior with the characteristic exponent η(d) ≈ 1/3. For further
reading see also [7, 9, 10], where (a) random close-packing or
efficient quasi-amorphization strategy for the aggregations
due to (d + 1)-account has thoroughly been discussed; (b)
curvature and mechanical microstress involvement, presum-
ably accompanied by viscoelastic phase separation [15, 16],
have extensively been utilized for low- and high-temperature
orderly matter rearrangements, respectively; for direct appli-
cation of the offered description to nanostructures compare
[8] and [7, 9].

4. CONCLUSION

In the last years, there is a vivid debate on disparate matter
aggregations, merely encountered in colloid-type realizations
[1, 2]. The emerging rearrangements are either nature’s by-
products, such as protein (poly)crystals and aggregates [2, 3,
6], or they are achievements of rapidly expanding modern-
era technology, such as the one applied in pharmaceutical in-
dustry in which crystallization of drugs is of primary interest
[3]. Moreover, growing nanotechnological applications also
offer some in-perspective utilitarian end-products named
often nanostructures, specifically nanoarrays or nanowires,
and the likes, that may preferrentially—similarly to colloidal
low-dimensional micelles [2, 7]—emerge in an entropic (dis-
sipative) context, that is, when no quantum tunelling across
the resulting (Kramers-type) energy barrier occurs [4], and

under a global constraint that entropy production in the sys-
tem results naturally in effective yielding the material output
[8–10], see some remarks above.

To conclude, we see that it is very important to pro-
pose such a timely short communication that reveals in a
self-consistent manner the two-state perennially alive pic-
ture by Dutch physicist Kramers of thermally activated bar-
rier crossing [4, 15] as a valuable tool for describing the
soft-material formation, whether orderly [1, 3, 6] or not [9,
11, 13], by means of an enhanced (due to either curvature-
enhanced transport mechanism [7, 9, 14, 16] or viscoelas-
ticity [2, 3, 9, 16], that means typically structural-order cre-
ating entalpy-oriented factors, that is, in protein formations
[17]) diffusion along a reaction coordinate [6, 8, 15], x,
where this coordiante does not imply—as in the classical
Smoluchowski-type picture [9]—the position of a building
block, namely, some molecular cluster, being a constitutive
piece of the material [12], but is going to be recognized as
another relevant stochastic and thermodynamically, equally
relevant variable, here specifically: the volume of the build-
ing block [7, 9, 10]. Clearly, according to the basic rules of
MNET [5, 15], having its qualitative roots in the famous the-
ory of dissipative structures [5, 7] by Prigogine and Glans-
dorff, there is an advantegeous freedom in properly select-
ing x which goes in parallel with the number of freedom de-
grees, d, a system of interest can eventually explore. Some
limitation, in turn, will be expected when the assumption
about quasi-equilibria [15] as well as the linear fluctuation-
dissipation rule of D(x, t) ∝ C(x, t) (see above) are to be vi-
olated [5, 9, 11], which can occur when escaping from meso-
scopic and entering readily the submesoscopic level of the
nonequlibrium-thermodynamic description [14].
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